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The sky: a natural laxative. 

_____________________

Three Blinks. I thought, and it felt strange. Wine and 
semen blinked on plastic turf. And in the glow—some cheap 
SEOUL 17 light knockoff that yellowed the darkness—I was 
blinking too, “revery” over. I thought, and I remembered. Yes. 
Having sweated sufficient money, I’d paid a solar-powered 
bum to silence my “inner calliope”—that poisonous, official 
UT roar I hear as a deranging whine. Dollar in gob, the bum 
had stuffed my whole skin, toes to fingertips to top of head, 
with stale black bread. This had muffled the whine. After one 
hour a white sun had risen on us. The now motionless bum 
had . . . blinked. Not a shared experience. 
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Autumn on This Rock. Deep in its rental clock, I heard the 
filthy cuckoo break its chair. A nurse’s size had nothing to 
do with the quality of her care! Her footsteps were faint and 
growing fainter, the Giant Nurse’s. She was walking away from 
us, the Giant Nurse. 

____________________

An expressionless naive servant wielding sharp fronds had 
fanned into the corner nearest my cot some wadded giftwrap, 
an unmolested inch-long rectangle of which displayed, as if 
this secretly were the gift, one of the little blue-and-silver 
blunderbusses decorating the paper. I sat straight up, gasping 
and staring, and put a moist hand to my seaman’s chest. Rain 
beat upon the tent (which had lost its gay stripes). A sweaty, 
brutish quoit of gray hair hung down my wrinkled back, heavy 
as an arm.
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SEOUL 17. One citizen of ten is nine, paper is lank after 
fingering, etc. Here the coolant factory grows mold without 
knowing it, the factory’s shadow without loving it: indoors vs. 
outdoors. Here the wulfworks grows mold without knowing it, 
the wulfworks’ vast shrewd shadow without loving it: indoors 
vs. outdoors. You have been working on poles, seats and a bull 
chariot, while I have been working on steam boilers and a dog 
wagon. Yet neither of us has a dollar. We are not, then, so very 
different, indeed possibly so similar my wife is living with you 
under the illusion that she’s home with her lawful husband. 
What illusion can explain your own behavior? Do not say we 
are so similar you believe yourself to be Alexander, for I am he 
and cannot believe it myself.
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Every day, terrified I am late, I leave my plastic shed with 
such extraordinary force I melt the frankly meager lip of the 
miniature vase, nice because purposeless, that hangs outside 
my door. The vase is replaced nightly—or its lip fixed?—by 
bosses unknown to me. Why not fix the sag in my mattress?? 
Every day, I leave my plastic shed with extraordinary force and 
race to the wulfworks against a salt bog breeze; it moves my 
shortclothes. 

Couldn’t launch imaginary products on my pony, sold it. A 
distinctive smell clung to me for days afterward; I bottled it as 
SOLD PONY, without success. 

Two anticlimaxes. 



[. . .]
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The way I’d imagined it, other people would simply know, in 
Midge-Place Market see me and nod their lettuces grudgingly 
in assent, point me out, whispering—the creature with a place 

in another’s head. No. However, one stramineous foamer, 
hoping my ashen star would rub off in the form of a dollar, 
soft-soaped me into a tent (which had lost its gay stripes) 
where the holo “Introducing Moly” played on a loop. I didn’t 
linger. At home in my shed I hummed briefly to persuade the 
King’s idiot sensors I wasn’t sad. Then I lay down, stirring a 
rat which, escaping across my cot, tripped over my feet and 
went tumbling right to the edge. When it came to a stop 
the rat looked over its shoulder, just as a human would have 
done. But with this difference: the rat sought only to avoid 
attack, whereas a human would also have made ready to evade 
or address mockery. I mocked the rat. Nobody thinks about you 

when you’re gone, I roared. My breath smelled like FINGER.

____________________

Somewhere I have a bag or box (but not a third thing) of family. 
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Argument. Shepherds and dogs and fat wormy flocks dwelt 
in that valley until the Fist visited and pounded them all into a 
gray liquor. Not a shared experience. Let’s leave that for now. 
Take a mass of arguments, all more or less equally implausible, 
concerning an (illicit but who cares?) Ethyl Crouton simulacrum. 
Cram them together in a memory-cell whose mucousy walls 
and one frightening blackened window force them to huddle 
at the center under the shitty chandelier. I’d hope—and I hope 
you’d hope—that a single argument of supra-human cogency, 
defending said simulacrum, might spontaneously emerge from 
the scrum! For instance——————————It used up stuff 

around the house. And I’d hope—and I hope you’d hope—that 
your final diary entry didn’t lie: By late afternoon the memory-cell 

had disintegrated, spewing its contents. I couldn’t think for the maze. 

I could, just barely, imagine lamplit shallows possessed of a peculiar 

length.
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A Kind of Filth. Long ago the former tenants, hobbyists, 
had buried seven Still Born!® infants near the well’s source, 
embittering the naiad and giving the water a taste of green 
fruit. Thus the Still Born!® infants had work. Every year on her 
birthday, Jane Doe, having drunk her fill, considered these 
Still Born!® infants and the burial policy which dictated they 
take up their places in the world as if the world actually had 

been given them. This year she was able so fully to imagine the 
Still Born!® infants’ mute disagreement with the policy as to 
conduct it “whole” into our sphere, where, for a minute, that 
unnaturally natural silence rid the air over her Garden Scrap® 
of the nearby wulfworks’ incessant grinding din. Trying to 
think like an inventrix before the silence dissipated (or before 
the birthday juice wore off?) Jane wondered how she could 
go away and be sure to leave behind, not only people, but all 
these little never-people too,—finally, finally enjoy a solitary 
late dinner of sealegs. Obviously she must get more lost. How? 
Abandoning her brain seemed like a good idea, but when she 
pictured the forlorn organ staining her pillow—no longer able 
to water its “twin”, the fern—the shed cold and empty, the 
cold emptiness a kind of filth—she knew she could never do it 
without a can of human heat. You know how expensive those 
are. Good luck, Jane!
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Once-powerful W Dit shipping interests reduced to a handful 
of sullen families pleading with water-bugs still somehow left a 
mark on our calendar . . . and so today we list right. We list right. 
Not the hobby for a ham! After my bereavement I endured 
attempts to comfort me. A pie-seller plied his trade on a square 
all the holos claimed was spacious, chestnut-fringed, finer at 
night. But it was another tiny aluminum desert plot. In the 
midst of life this pie-seller stabbed his finger into pie after pie 
after pie, always drowning the hole with gravy. His finger, it 
got so sore with stabbing crusts he discovered a new product. 
You’ve already guessed that these bandages—his cheapest 
wares—formed my sad supper sometimes for weeks on end. 
No way I haven’t been paying my way. I’ve been pursuing a fly; 
now it’s clinging to a wall behind some gey. The fly’s plainly 
weary but I’m just that little bit wearier. For the soft spot on its 
head I have a soft spot. With that spot secured as my capital a 
series of miracles will commence. The first, nobody will have 
attempted to comfort me. Subsequent miracles will address the 
state of the drains, the desuetude into which the general purse 
has fallen, the desires of the ugly. Notice even the fly lists right. 
When I’m King a stand of consumptive saplings will crown a 
hill, their leaves too bright.


